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‘‘
Our goal should be to have an 
open-minded attitude towards 

opportunities surrounding us each day 
that can help make an impact.”
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Letter from the Editor

Dear readers,
2013, like every other year, brought 

tragedies, victories, progressions and tears. Just 
some of the news-worthy stories that have 
filled the American media in 2013 include the 
Boston Marathon bombing, the government 
shutdown and the legalization of gay marriage 
for some states. While each of these stories 
brought mixed emotions among the American 
people, there is something they all share: They 
brought us together as Americans. While not 
necessarily coming together in agreement at all 
times, the compromises, debates and differing 
perspectives have brought us together as a 
nation. I don’t think there is much on which 
we can all agree, but when all of our thoughts, 
beliefs and even imperfections come together, 
it has the potential to make our community, 
nation and ourselves better. 

With 2014 already among us, it ’s exciting 
to think we’ve begun a new year filled with 
new opportunities. Along with the common 
new year’s resolutions many of us make each 
January, I’ve also found it valuable to simply 
be open-minded to short-term goals that 
could further help loved ones, peers or the 
community. In some ways, being too hung up 
on how we want to change ourselves can make 
us close-minded to the opportunities that arise 
each day that could impact a cause, mission 
or person around us. Maybe, even, through 
investing our time and efforts into a person 
or cause can, in turn, help us better ourselves. 
Our goal should be to have an open-minded 
attitude towards opportunities surrounding us 
each day that can help make an impact.

So maybe instead of dwelling so much on 
how we want to change and better ourselves, 
we can focus on impacting others in the year 
to come. After doing that, we’ll find we have 
indeed improved ourselves. With that, welcome 
to a new year with an endless array of new 
opportunities to make a change!
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 SCiENCE Wiz 
RECOGNizED
Senior achieves academic dream

on Jan. 8, senior Duy Phan found out the 
news he had been working towards since 

he was ten-years-old. he was chosen as a semi-
finalist in the intel science talent search. 

each student that enters the talent search 
must submit an original research project.  
Phan chose to research spinal muscular 
atrophy (sMa), the number one genetic cause 
of infant mortality.

“While sMa currently has no cure, my 
project has identified critical therapeutic 
targets that set the groundwork for novel sMa 
drug development,” Phan said.  

according to intel’s website, the 
competition is tough, as only the best seniors 
from around the country are selected to 
become finalists.

“each year, more than 1,700 seniors 
attending american high schools conduct 
original research projects and present 
their work in the country’s oldest, most 
prestigious pre-college science competition,” 
the website wrote.

Phan believes the talent search looks for 
future scientists who will make significant 
contributions to the world.

“this means, sts does not only look at 
my project but also at me as a whole person, 
including essays, transcripts, test scores and 
recommendations,” Phan said.

only 40 seniors will advance to the 
finals, held in Washington d.c., where they 
will compete for $1.25 million in prizes and 
scholarships. Phan hopes to be one of them.

by J-I student Maddie Pierce, ‘15

 MORNiNG RuNNiNG
Athletes condition for spring sports

as winter rolls around and temperatures 
drop, it becomes increasingly hard 

for sports to find gym time to prepare for 
their season. united under the common 

goal of conditioning, spring sports have 
come together under one conditioning 
program. conditioning happens in the 
gym from 6:15-7:15 a.m. every Monday and 
Wednesday. 

Morning running is open to all students 
but is most common for women and mens’  
lacrosse players because it is required by 
their coaches.

Womens’  lacrosse player junior 
Molly Plasket explains why she enjoys 
participating in morning running. 

“it helps us get better prepared for the 
season, more than just conditioning wise,”  
Plasket said. “We do tend to get out of 
shape in the winter but i get to know the 
underclassmen, and the seniors really step 
up as leaders and bring everyone together 
under the common goal.”

however, not all athletes share this love 
of the early hour conditioning and tough 
regiment. teammate junior Christina 
Koutras said, “the conditioning is rigorous 
and the hours are tough, but it ultimately 
forces me to condition for season.”

by J-I student Bridget Brownlee, ‘15

 STAR EDuCATOR
Choral director awarded for 
exceptional teaching

choir director of 13 years Eric Kauffman 
received a Music educator award by 

columbus symphony, one that is granted to 
only three educators each year.

the columbus symphony website states 
that this award is given to a teacher who 
“makes a difference in the community 
through a dedication to music education 
and their efforts to promote a greater 
understanding of and appreciation for 
music education.” 

this award contains a monetary grant 
that can be spent by the recipients as they 
please. the awards are given to one teacher 
in one of the three categories: elementary, 
secondary and community. the awards are 
based on nominations from students, alumni 
and parents. 

alumni of the upper arlington vocal Music 
program Jason Crouse was among those 
who nominated kauffman. 

“i believe he goes far above and beyond 
what is expected of a teacher and truly 
inspires his students to create beautiful music,” 
crouse said. “his influence in my life made me 
a better musician and a better learner. i can’t 
thank him enough for the opportunities he 
gave me while i was at ua.” 

Senior Gabby Sweet, who has been in 
the uavM program since she was a freshman, 
agreed with crouse that kauffman is well-
deserving of this award.

“he is such an amazing teacher who 
works so hard to make sure every student is 
involved and learning,” sweet said.  “he has 
helped me grow so much since my freshman 
year and he has such a fantastic creative 
vision that he always succeeds in completing 
to make a fabulous end product.”

by J-I student Ellise Shafer, ‘17

I n - b r I e f

MARChiNG BAND
Band travels, plays in Liberty Bowl

the upper arlington Marching band went 
to Memphis, tenn. over winter break to 

perform at the liberty bowl halftime show 
and parade.

not only did they get to perform but 
they also won many awards. Junior Sam 

Rice is in uaMb and traveled with the band 
over break.

“We were excited [to win the awards] but 
it’s not what we were going for, we were just 
trying to be the best example of ourselves,” 
rice said.

uaMb has won many awards at the 
liberty bowl in the past, including a student 
who won an individual award. 

“it is nice that the students have 
something tangible that demonstrates their 
hard work,” director Mike Manser said. 

this unique trip, however, is not just for 
the awards. 

“the goal of a trip is to learn about the 
area and culture that we are visiting,” Manser 
said. “Memphis is a fascinating place with 
a lot of history... our goals are to perform, 
meet people from other bands around the 
country and to have fun.” 

the band also had the opportunity to 
play in the parade.

“the crowd was really close and very 
supportive,” Manser said. “they were having 
a great time and that makes a parade fun.”

by J-I student Tami Kankia, ‘17

Senior Duy Phan sits in a science lab after he was chosen 
as a semi-finalist in the Intel Science Talent Search. Phan 
was one of 300 students chosen nationwide. 

Photo courtesy uPPer arlington schools

The Upper Arlington Marching Band sits in the stands as 
they watch another band perform at the Liberty Bowl in 
Memphis, Tenn. The Liberty Bowl was on Dec. 31.

Photo courtesy ua band
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by hannah benson, ’15

Take a train to the top of the 
world, and I’m there / I’m home.”  
Thus ends In The Heights, the 

exuberant musical that UAHS is set to 
perform this February. 

The four-time Tony Award winner and 
Pulitzer Prize nominee centers around 
a group of characters living in the 
neighborhood of Washington Heights. 
The story opens with Nina Rosario, 
portrayed by senior Ruba Elzein, who 
returns to Washington Heights after 
dropping out of Stanford University. It 
concludes when main character Usnavi 
De La Vega, played by senior Givi 
Garcia, who previously longed to leave 
America and return to the Dominican 
Republic, realizes that Washington 
Heights is his true home. 

Junior ensemble member Jack 
O’Brien believes optimism in the cast is 
running high. 

“The talent this year is phenomenal,” 
O’Brien said. “We have an extremely 
strong chorus as well as a strong group of 
leads who each were perfectly casted for 
their parts.” 

Elzein is also excited about the cast. 

“I think it’s an extremely hard-
working, enthusiastic and talented cast,” 
Elzein said. “I think everyone... [is] 
excited to get the show started.” 

The cast will not allow pressure from 
being the first school in Ohio to perform 
this show to distract them. O’Brien hopes 
to set the expectations high for all other 
high school productions of In The Heights. 

“There is some pressure to be the first, 
but I’m confident that, with such a talented 
cast, we will put on an extraordinary show 
that sets a great precedent for all other 
productions in Ohio,” O’Brien said. 

Garcia feels that expectations set by 
previous UAHS productions cause the 
most pressure. 

“I don’t think there is really any extra 
pressure from us being the first school to 
do it in Ohio,” Garcia said. “I think the 
pressure comes from the expectation of 

how great our productions always turn out 
and keeping that expectation... alive.” 

To secure their roles, the cast members 
had preliminary auditions and two 
callbacks for dancing and singing. 

Elzein spent months preparing outside 
of school. 

“I practiced a lot with my voice 
teacher and on my own, and I also 

practiced... with some friends 
to get some feedback,” Elzein 
said. “I also went to the hip-
hop dance sessions with our 
choreographer... to prepare for 
the dance auditions.”

Their work is far from over. 
The cast rehearses every weekday 
from 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m., and 

each cast member fulfilled eight hours of 
set construction work (building, painting 
and assembling the set) over winter break. 

Senior student assistant director Gabby 
Sweet is eager to see the result of the cast 
and crew’s efforts. 

“This is a really fun show, and it’s a lot 
different from any other show that we’ve 
ever done,” Sweet said. “It’s a lot more 
modern. I think it’ll be really cool to see...
people’s reactions. I think they’ll be really 
surprised with how different it is.”  

The cast of in the heights rehearses on Jan. 13. The musical runs from Feb. 20-23 and will be the first high school performance in Ohio. The modern Broadway classic is 
set over the course of three days and follows a group of characters as they navigate their lives and relationships in the neighborhood of Washington Heights. 

Rising To New Heights
Cast of 2014 musical in the heights is optimistic despite external pressures

Photo by kota ashton

‘‘It’s an extremely 
hard-working, en-

thusiastic and talented cast. I 
think everyone... [is] excited 
to get the show started.” 

Senior Ruba Elzein

“
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Big Service, Big Difference
Sophomore English classes organize book drive for islands in the Bahamas
by grace Moody, ’14`

On Jan. 1, 2003, two divers celebrated the new year 
by exploring a blue hole, a deep, vertical cave in the 
ocean off the coast of the Bahamas. What began as an 

enjoyable dive for two friends ended in a tragedy. Jenny Nichol, 
a well-loved kid’s swimming coach and Bexley resident and 
Mark Gibson, an experienced Bahamian diver from the island 
of Andros were never found after the dive. It is assumed that 
the two died in the innermost layer of the blue hole, in one of 
the caves that diagrams show stretches out to be about the size 
of a city block. 

Rose Blanchard, a retired Bexley teacher who worked in the 
Bahamas after college, knew Nichol and Gibson and said that 
the International Field Studies program called in divers to help 
search for the two, but they were never found.

“The International Field Studies brought in the world’s best 
cave diver that we know of, at least, Caribbean cave diver, and 
he didn’t find a trace of anything left behind,” Blanchard said. 
“They’re somewhere down in that blue hole, I’m sure. And I’ve 
always thought that if one of them had trouble, neither one of 
them would have left the other one.”

It was these tragic deaths that spurred the athletes of Nichol’s 
Bexley swim team to brainstorm ideas for a memorial to her and 
Gibson. After contacting Blanchard, who has contacts in the 
Bahamas, and much planning, the Bexley students began The 
Family Island Library Project. In March of 2004, about a year 
after the deaths, the project of sending books to underprivileged 
schools in the islands of the Bahamas was underway.

This project that began 10 years ago joined UAHS this 
school year. The Family Island Library Project is a book drive 
that is being organized by sophomore English classes around 
the school. The students will spend the school year organizing 

a collection of new and used books around the community to 
send to students in the Bahamas.

English teacher Amanda Fountain is working with 
Blanchard to bring the book drive to UAHS. Fountain, who 
has a history of incorporating service learning projects into her 
classroom instruction, met Blanchard at the beginning of the 
year and got involved with the project through her. 

“I’m always looking for service learning opportunities for 
students because I think it makes for a deeper and richer 
learning and when this opportunity crossed paths with me I 
thought it was wonderful,” Fountain said. “And not only that 
but it’s near Andros Island where some of our students go for 
the summer biology field trips, so there’s that connection too.”

The project, as Fountain explained, has grown since 2004, as 
over 120,000 books have been sent to the Bahamian students 
from other schools and groups who have participated.

“The schools down in the Bahamas don’t have a lot of 
funding and they don’t have libraries or excessive amounts of 
money for books,” Fountain said. “So it kind of grew out of a 
celebration of the lives of those who died tragically and give 
back in some way so that we can remember them.”

The main island of the Bahamas is Providence, where the 
capital, Nassau, is located. About 90 percent of the population 
lives on Providence, known as Grand Bahama, and the 
“parent island.” Since most of the population is in Providence, 
most of the government’s money stays in Providence, as 
Blanchard explained. 

Therefore the books that UA students collect will be 
sent to what’s known as the “family islands,” the 27 or 28 
islands surrounding the parent island, Providence. The money 
that the government provides to the family islands is slim, 
therefore many of the islands don’t have libraries or books in 
their classrooms.

Two preschoolers unpack books sent from the United 
States. In the past 10 years, over 120,000 books have 
been sent to the Bahamas. 

Rose Blanchard and sophomore Bobby Gardikes work 
together on the book drive. Students helped organize 
books to send to the Bahamas.

A student at Morrisville Primary School in the Bahamas 
flips through a new book. Many schools were able to 
start school libraries because of this project. 

Photos courtesy aManda Fountain
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Through Blanchard’s work in the Bahamas, she hopes 
to model an educational way to incorporate books into the 
students’ learning.

“The teachers would assign book reports, but to build 
lessons around the books was something new to them,” 
Blanchard said. “So we present examples and we have a 
book fair where we’ll put out 2,000 books and the teachers 
get to choose the books they would like to have in their 
own classrooms and it ’s all free because it ’s the books that 
are donated.”

Lucy Harper, a sophomore in Chris Goddard’s English 
class, is one of the students participating in this project. She 
said she is excited to see how UA’s effort makes a difference 
in the lives of the Bahamian children.

“They are underprivileged children and they really 
appreciate the books,” Harper said. “It helps them learn and 
have better opportunities by being more well-educated. And 
I just think that makes a big difference in their lives.”

Harper said Blanchard showed the classes a map of the 
Bahamas and explained where the book were going and 
how they would arrive there. The books are driven from 
Columbus to Fort Lauderdale, Florida. There they are 
shipped on boats to various islands in the Bahamas.

According to sophomore Marleigh McGuire, the English 
classes involved will do much advertising for the drive 
throughout the school year. McGuire is in Fountain’s English 
class and is excited about this service learning project.

“I’m hoping that this project helps our community grow 
closer throughout the fun activities that we are going to do 
with this project,” McGuire said. “I hope it helps our classes 
to become more tight-knit.”

Fountain spent the first semester brainstorming ideas for 
fund raising and book collection with her students.

“They’re thinking really big which is great,” Fountain 
said. “They’ve done a lot of brainstorming and they have 
initial ideas.”

Some of the ideas that the students have to raise both 
books and money for books are a competition between 
grade levels or class periods, a dodgeball tournament, a 
pie competition, a door-to-door book walk and boxes for 
donations at different locations throughout the community.

Blanchard, who is excited to bring this project to UAHS, 
thinks service learning is an important lesson for students.

“I feel that it ’s important for everybody to realize that 
they’re part of a larger world,” Blanchard said. “And to reach 
out beyond their own family and give back to their own 
community as well as to the bigger community.”

‘‘It helps them learn and 
have better opportunities 

by being more well-educated.
And I think that that makes a big 
difference in their lives.”

Sophomore Lucy Harper
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Bol Aweng (second row, first from left) and Steve Walker (second row, second from left) are pictured with the leaders of Piol, South Sudan. The men are wearing Buckeye apparel 
that Walker and Aweng brought back to them.

Photos courtesy steve Walker

The Lost Boys of Sudan work with students to give back to their homeland
by MiriaM alghothani, '15

As helicopter gunfire and invading 
soldiers tore his village apart, six-
year-old Bol Aweng, along with 

nearly 36,000 other boys, struggled to 
find shelter. Between the ages of six and 
14, the escaping boys met in the desert 
to find safety together. 

Starvation, wild animal attacks and 
nearby gunfire killed more than half of 
the Lost Boys during their seven week 
journey to a makeshift refugee camp    
in Ethiopia. 

After four years, the boys were 
driven away again. This time it was 
Ethiopian soldiers that forced the boys 
to cross the Gilo River. Filled with 
crocodiles, the river took many lives. 

“Many of my friends who did not 
know how to swim drowned and others 

were eaten by crocodiles,” Aweng said. 
“The rest were shot or taken hostage  
and we never saw each other again.”

The remaining boys walked for 
three days straight, this time ending up 
in a Kenyan refugee camp. Although 
the boys were not always well-fed, 

they appreciated what the camp          
offered them. 

School was taught under the shade 
of a tree, where the boys learned to 

read and speak English. Supplies were 
unavailable, so often lessons were 
written in the dirt. Attending school 
was a way to forget the terrifying events 
the boys endured.  

“There were 80 kids in each class 
and we used our fingers to write in the 

dirt,” Aweng explained. “It 
was a way to forget about 
our journey.”

Nearly 4,000 Lost 
Boys were given a second 
chance at life by moving to 
America or some European 
countries. Aweng and 
his cousin, Jok Dau, first 
settled in Nashville, TN 

where they learned that life in America 
was very different than life in Africa. 

“I had so many things to learn; the 
electricity, food and cold weather were 

Lost and Found

‘‘I had so many things to 
learn; the electricity, the 

food and cold weather were all 
new to me.”

Lost Boy of Sudan Bol Aweng
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all new to me,” Aweng said. 
After five years in Nashville, both men 

moved to Columbus, Ohio to attend 
OSU, beginning in 2006.

“Coming to a big institution, like 
OSU, was an awesome chance,” Aweng 
said. 

Aweng received a diploma in fine 
arts while Dau received his diploma in 
international relations. Aweng is now 
married to a Lost Girl of Sudan who he 
met in a refugee camp. Ajiel Atem Wal 
lives with Aweng in Columbus with their 
three-year-old daughter, Nyankiir. 

The men now look beyond their 
current lives to give back to their 
homeland. Closely working with Steve 
Walker, a mission team leader, the men 
have raised money to build a health clinic 
in Piol, South Sudan. Named after the 
OSU Buckeyes, the Buckeye Clinic is a 
primary health care unit that provides 
basic healthcare to the people of Piol.

“It is mostly a first aid station where 
people can come for assistance for minor 
illnesses and injuries,”       Walker said.

Before the opening of the clinic, the 
only medical care in Piol was a man 
of third grade education handing out 
medicine under a tree. Any illness was 
treated with a Malaria vaccine. 

Now the clinic offers vaccinations for 
children, a major necessity among the 
younger generation of Piol. 

“In South Sudan one out of every 
five children do not live to age five... 
These are some of the highest rates in 
the world,” Walker said. “For two-and-
a-half years our efforts have supported 
[vaccinations for] 450 newborn babies.”

A remote area in South Sudan, Piol 
offers an easy-accessible health clinic that 
prevents people from travelling to the 
state capitol to seek medical help. 

“Without the clinic people would 
have to walk for a full day to the nearest 
health center,” Walker said.

Not only does the clinic offer medical 
help but the building also instills a 
feeling of hope among the people of 
South Sudan. 

“It lets the people know that someone 
in another part of the world cares for 
them,” Walker said. “They have never felt 

this before.” 
Although the clinic is currently 

operating there are still some necessities. 
The clinic lacks a nurse midwife and a 
laboratory technician. 

Two community health workers, 
each with nine months of medical 
training operate the clinic daily along 
with a birthing aid, who has no formal 
medical training. An international non-
governmental organization hires the 
staff while the Republic of South Sudan 
Ministry of Health oversees the clinic.

In four years, UAHS students have 
raised over $45,000 for the Buckeye 
Clinic, entirely funding the construction 
of the maternity ward.

History teacher Mark Boesch is the 
leader of the Sudan service learning 
project. The money raised in 2009, the 
first year of the project, was used to 
purchase a solar energy system, which 
powers a vaccine-storage refrigerator. 

“The solar energy system is the first 
electric light of the village,” Walker said. 
“This is the only electricity in a 30-mile 
radius, which is a sign of hope.”

Continuing to raise money through 
various fund raisers such as dodgeball 
tournaments and chili-cook offs, 
freshmen house D, with the help of 
Club Sudan, was able to fund the 
construction of a maternity ward in 
the Buckeye Clinic. A sign on the door 
reads ‘Maternity Ward Sponsored by 
Upper Arlington House D Students and 
Teachers.’

The goal of Club Sudan this year is to 
raise awareness to ensure the clinic has 
basic medical equipment.

“We want to continue to help 
supplying the clinic and we can do 
this by raising awareness of the cause,” 
Boesch said. 

 Walker agrees that raising awareness 
is essential to the growth of the clinic.

“Students at UA can help by learning 
more about the story of the Lost Boys 
of Sudan and the current situation 
in South Sudan,” Walker explained.  
“[Through] sharing what they have 
learned with other people... UA students 
can continue to raise money for the 
Buckeye Clinic.” 

These women have utilized the maternity ward at 
the Buckeye Clinic. Students funded the construction 
of the maternity ward, where a UA flag hangs on the 
entrance door.

Aweng shares his story through paintings. In this 
painting, the Lost Boys are  having a school lesson 
under a tree. Often times , there were over 80 students 
in each class. 

Construction begins on the maternity ward (above). The 
completed maternity ward funded by UA students (below).

Photos courtesy steve Walker

The Buckeye Clinic uAhS involvement
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The Final Frontier 
Answers to questions everyone should be asking about outer space
by Jane eskildsen, ’15 and ella koscher, ‘15

As of right now, Voyager 1 is approximately 10,000,000,000 
miles from Earth and is traveling further from the planet with 
each passing moment, according to NASA. Voyager 1 was 
launched by NASA in 1977, the same year that Star Wars was 
first released. The spacecraft has traveled over 11.7 billion miles 
in the past 36 years. Zooming through the universe at 38,000 
mph, Voyager 1 has traveled further than any person or thing in 
history. In September 2013, Voyager 1 was the first spacecraft 
to exit the solar system, according to The New York Times. 
Now, according to NASA, Voyager 1 is, “in the space between 
the stars.”

What is Voyager 1?

When the word “comet” comes to mind, the most common 
thought may be Halley’s comet, perhaps the most famous 
comet viewed from Earth. Halley’s comet is just one of 
millions, or even trillions, of other comets, according to The 
Huff ington Post. Comets generate their own atmospheres 
and all comets orbit the sun. As of this moment, we are 
surrounded by comets, some of which could hit the Earth. 
They have before. Some scientists believe that comets may 
have brought life to Earth billions of years ago and filled our 
oceans. These two-tailed bursts of light have been observed 
for hundreds of years, before the days of modern science. 
These comets, however, can go extinct and even explode! 

What are comets?

According to the official NASA Website, the Cassini 
spacecraft was launched in 1997, headed to orbit Saturn. With 
its superhuman sense and intense scientific instruments, NASA 
hopes to conduct in-depth studies of the planet, its moons, rings 
and magnetic environment. According to the NASA website, we 
have learned so far that, based on its orbit around the sun, the 
length of Saturn’s year is 29.42 Earth years. This gaseous planet is 
the second largest in our solar system and its distance from Earth 
is approximately 934 million miles, which is about 10 times 
the distance of the Earth to the sun. Although from far away it 
looks like Saturn has seven distinctive bright rings, up close the 
rings are a mix of ice and rock particles ranging in size, that are 
constantly colliding with each other. 

What is Cassini?

iMage courtesy WikiPedia

iMage courtesy WikiPedia

iMage courtesy WikiMedia coMMons
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According to the NASA website, black holes form from the 
remnants of a large star that died in a supernova explosion. If a 
star begins to fall into a black hole, time on the star slows down 
relative to the time kept by observers far away. When the surface 
of the star reaches the ‘event horizon,’ the imaginary surface 
of the black hole, time stands completely still and the star can 
collapse no more—it has become a frozen collapsing object. 

Black holes are places in space where the gravity is so excessive, 
light cannot escape it. Because light cannot get out, black holes are 
invisible to the human eye. Scientists at NASA use satellites and 
telescopes in space to see the high-energy light. It was proven by 
NASA researchers that every large galaxy contains a supermassive 
black hole in its center. These special black holes are the largest 
kind and have masses that are more than one million of our suns 
put together. The supermassive black hole in the center of the 
Milky Way galaxy is called Sagittarius A. It has a mass equal to 
about four million suns and would fit inside a very large ball that 
could hold a few million Earths.  

What are black holes?

Q: What made you interested in space?
Bennett: I became interested in space during elementary school 
when I discovered Star Wars. It introduced me to a version of the 
future where spaceflight is as commonplace as regular flight is 
today—a future that is, in my opinion, quite desirable.  Another 
big reason I became interested in space is that it is truly the final 
frontier. We have explored every corner of the planet (excluding the 
ocean floor) and have meticulously mapped out the results. There is 
no more exploration to be done here. However, our planet is only a 
tiny fraction of a fraction of the universe, and there is so much out 
there that we have yet to discover.... We have a duty to explore. This 
is the nature of humanity: we are curious, and we will inevitably ask 
questions that require leaving our comfortable lives and venturing 
out into the unknown.
Q: What do you hope to do once you are out of high school?
Bennett: I am planning on working at an aerospace company 
called SpaceX. They are an incredibly ambitious and quite 
successful company founded around five years ago that have since 
accomplished what took NASA 20 years to do. 
Q: What is your favorite thing about space?
Bennett:  I am not as much interested in space because of space 
itself but rather because of what it means for our species...[It is] 
necessary that we humans get off this planet as soon as possible. 
We may be intelligent, but when we suffer the same fate the 
dinosaurs did (and believe me—it will happen at some point) it 
is imperative that we not be completely dependent on Earth to 

survive as a species. The only way humanity will survive for any 
decent length of time is to venture out and colonize the solar 
system. Then to spread to nearby star systems and beyond. This is, 
in my humble opinion, the future of mankind. And the sooner we 
start, the better.
Q: What kind of work have you done regarding space in high 
school?
Bennett: Unfortunately, there is not much I can do to actually 
contribute to spaceflight at this point. I have, however, been closely 
following the progress of several private space companies, including 
SpaceX, Bigelow Aerospace, Orbital Sciences, Planetary Resources 
and Deep Space Industries. All of these have the potential to 
fundamentally change the way we view space, and will likely bring 
massive changes to the way the economy works in the next century. 
Q: What would you say to people who think our money 
and resources should be spent elsewhere, and not on space 
exploration?
Bennett: NASA’s budget today is less than one percent of the entire 
U.S. budget, and yet they have perhaps the greatest potential to 
develop new technologies of all the government agencies (except for 
the military). Not to mention, learning more about the universe and 
how it behaves will inevitably help develop new technologies back 
on Earth.
Q: Final thoughts?
Bennett: It is worth mentioning that many people are skeptical of 
space because they think that we simply do not have the technology 
to do anything significant. This is true, but as long as we avoid 
spending money on it, we’ll never develop the necessary technology 
or experience needed to actually accomplish something incredible. 
The Apollo missions were not cheap, but the payoff was huge. It is a 
shame politicians are so afraid of giving money to space exploration 
today, given the fact that its the direction we’ll inevitably have to 
head towards at some point—hopefully sooner rather than later.  

Q&A with amateur  
outer space enthusiast
Junior Andrew Bennett shares 
his aspirations for a future in 
studying outer space

iMage courtesy Flickr
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Athletes

Winter sports heat up as the Bears join the game 

 Senior Andi Norman demonstrates her defense 
against Dublin Coffman on Jan. 10. The girls beat 
Coffman for the first time in three years with a score 
of 43-38.

  The JV cheerleaders support the basketball team 
in the Jan. 10 game against Dublin Coffman. The 
cheerleaders demonstrated their acrobatic talent during 
their halftime routine.

 The ice flies as junior Cam Walker helps to defend a 
goal during the Jan. 10 game against Gahanna Lincoln. 
The Bears won 4-2, scoring an empty net goal in the last 
few minutes of the game.

Photo by sasha dubson
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 Junior Emily Jones performs a hand stand as part of 
her warm-up at a Jan. 9 home meet.  The gymnastics 
team placed second in the four-team competition.

 Junior Austin Heath blocks a shot in the Jan. 10 
game against Dublin Coffman, winning the game 
43-40.  The next home game for the boys is Jan. 31 
against Hilliard Davidson.
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GiRlS SWiMMiNG
Senior Elizabeth Weldon

Q: How do you think 
the team will perform 
this season? 

Weldon: the team has 
a lot of potential with 
huge freshmen and 
senior classes. there 
is a lot of leadership 
among the team and 
we are all working 

hard. i think we are in for a good season.

Q: What are you most excited for this season? 

Weldon: Most of the girls in my class i have 
been swimming with since i was six-years-old. 
i am just excited to enjoy the relationships i 
have with my teammates one last year before 
all the seniors go off to college.

Q: What are some of the team’s strengths 
and weaknesses? 

Weldon: one strength is that we have a hard-
working attitude.  as for weaknesses, we often 
struggle with focusing on the details.  

BOYS hOCkEY
Senior Owen McClellan

Q: How has the 
team played 
throughout the 
season so far? 

McClellan: We have 
done ok so far. not 
as good as we have 
expectations for, 
but [everything is 
something] that we 

can fix through hard work and practice.

Q:  What do you as a captain expect to see 
throughout the season?                              

McClellan: as a captain i expect my 
teammates to always work hard and not 
back out of any situation. We have a good 
team this year and i expect that we compete 
with any team in our division.                                                           

Q: What are some team and personal goals 
you have for the upcoming season?

McClellan: our team goals are to finish first 
in the white division, beat st. charles twice, 
win the district tournament and earn a 
chance to play in the nationwide frozen four. 
Personally, i hope to help my teammates 
improve for the end of the season.  

CaptaIns’ Corner
intervieWs conducted by sarah shroyer

Photo by sasha dubson
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Norwester
Happy new year, Golden Bears!
Make it even happier by ordering your 2014 yearbook today. For
the best pricing of the new year, go to jostens.com!
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the ywca fed me and 
gave me a warm bed
The YWCA Family Center provides 
emergency shelter and resources for 
homeless families.  We have seen a 70% 
increase in homeless families in the past 
three years.

You can help:
ywcacolumbus.org
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Stress from school negatively impacts students. On average students are completing four to five hours of homework each night.

by Maria grund, ’14 and anna-Maria thalassinos, ‘14

School stress from heavy workload 
brings health concerns to students

S enior Sabrina Davis arrives 
at school around 7:45 a.m. 
every day. Before the f irst bell 
rings, Davis reviews notes 

for a test in one of her many higher 
level courses. She then attends her 
three morning IB classes, studies the 
majority of her lunch period and then 
f inishes off her school day with an 
additional three IB classes.

When the school bell rings at 
3:05 p.m., Davis’ day is not over. She 
will then either continue with her 
homework for the majority of the 
evening or attend work until around 
10 p.m. After f inally eating her 
dinner, Davis will lastly complete the 
remainder of her homework in order to 
go to bed anywhere between midnight 
and 1 a.m. 

The next day, she will wake up and 
repeat this process. Davis experiences 
frequent headaches and gets little 
sleep due to her large amount of 
extracurriculars. homework, and stress.

Recent research shows that these 
high levels of school-related stress 
have begun to adversely affect students 
and cause health concerns that were 
not as common several decades ago.

Academic 
Ailments
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Past to Present
On average, current high school students 

complete three-to-four hours of homework 
a night if not more, according to The 
Huffington Post and The Smithsonian. This 
means that students are working roughly 
four-to-five hours a night compared 
to 1981 when students only had 
around two-and-a-half hours of 
homework a night.

Davis, who is working towards 
an International Baccalaureate 
(IB) diploma, thinks this increase 
in homework is related to the 
higher standards the current 
generation is held to.

“School is definitely harder now than 
when my parents went to school. They don’t 
always believe me when I tell them what I 
learn in class and the amount of homework 
I have,” Davis said. “I think this is because 
of the rise in standards for our generation 
and the ever increasing competition to be 
the best.”

IB coordinator Cynthia Ballheim said 
school has not become harder than in the 

past; however, students have less time for 
academic studies.

“I don’t think [school has] gotten more 
challenging but I think that students have 
been asked to do more outside of school, 
which takes away from the time that they 
would have been spending doing school 
things,” Ballheim said.

Junior Anna Grumman is currently 
enrolled in two AP courses, two honors 
courses and an optional honors science 
research class. On top of her school work 
she also plays on the tennis team. Grumman 
agrees with Ballheim that school has not 
become harder, just more competitive, 
putting additional pressure on students.

“I’m not sure how much harder school...
is nowadays, but I do think that students 

these days have a lot more pressure on 
themselves to succeed and there’s more 
competition between students to do well,” 
Grumman said.

This pressure to succeed in school can be 
seen through Emily, an underclassman.*

“In elementary school and middle 
school I was a straight-A student and I was 

expecting to continue that in high 
school but it was a really big blow 
[when I wasn’t]; it hit me hard,” 
Emily said. “I used to be a really 
good student, school came first. But 
lately, I have a lack of motivation to 
do any of my work. It’s not only a 
lack of motivation, but it’s a constant, 
‘I don’t want to do it.’ ‘What is the 
point to this all?’  ‘What am I going 

to do with myself in the future?’  I’m kind of 
just... average.”

Emily on average receives four hours of 
sleep each night and was recently diagnosed 
with depression.

“[Lack of sleep has] become a usual 
thing. So I don’t really notice it anymore,” 
Emily said. “It has also taken a toll on 
my mental health because all this stress, 
especially from society’s expectations of 

‘‘There is definitely too much 
school based stress on students 

[currently]. With all of the IB and AP courses 
that the majority of students are taking, 
how could [there] not be?”

Freshman Jesse Zhu

by ella koscher, ‘15 

Reprieve passes, open campus, Capstone release days, limited 
homework, no class rank and music in the halls. All of 

these aspects of UAHS aim to reduce stress among students.
According to an extensive survey conducted by the 

Associated Press and MTV, school ranks the highest stressor 
for teenagers between the ages of 13 and 17.

During the term of former principal Kip Greenhill, the 
administration made changes to its policies in order to reduce 
school stress while keeping students well-prepared for college. 

One of these changes included limiting homework. During 
his time as principal, Greenhill stressed to the faculty that 2.5 
hours of homework per class each week should be the maximum.

Greenhill made this decision after analyzing two studies, 
one from Duke University and one from Stanford University. 
The studies revealed that high school students should have 
no more than 1.5-to-2.5 hours of homework per night. 
Homework that exceeds this time limit can actually harm the 
learning process.

“That’s educational malpractice,” Greenhill said. “We can’t 
be involved in that, and that was pretty hard to argue with 
when I had the research right there to show [the faculty.]” 

In addition to limiting homework, the administration also 

chose to eliminate class rank in 2006. The goal was to reduce 
pressure on students and to focus less on their GPA and focus 
more on studying areas in which each individual is interested.

“We’re supposed to be developing students and [class rankings 
were] discouraging their development,” Greenhill said. “It hasn’t hurt 
college admissions at all; they [are] still getting into the best schools.”

UAHS’ view of homework and class rank is just two ways 
the school tries to respect students and reduce school pressure. 
In comparison, UAHS is a progressive high school when 
paralleled with other schools in central Ohio.

“Even today, nobody does reprieve passes or open campus 
for seniors, musics in the hallways, study days for AP and IB 
exams [and more,]” Greenhill said. “We are so far ahead that 
people still are not doing [these things.]”

Though Greenhill is no longer principal, he hopes future 
administrations will uphold the same level of respect for students.

“I don’t think that stress is healthy,” Greenhill said. “I do 
think sometimes it leaves students to self-medicate because of 
the pressure [and use] drugs and alcohol.” 

Though Greenhill stresses that school is no excuse for drug 
abuse, he does believe some schools have the tendency to become 
“toxic” for students. By reducing the pressure put on students, 
students may be less likely to resort to unhealthy outlets.

To Greenhill, high school is meant to be fun as well as good 
preparation for college. With elements such as reprieve passes 
and AP/IB study days, UAHS still aims for a challenging 
environment with limited stress. 

Success without stress

*Denotes source who requested anonymity
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you to do well and excel, has probably been 
the cause of me breaking down and it’s... 
because of this constant stress and pressure 
to do well that made me... not well.”

Freshman Jesse Zhu is enrolled in only 
one AP course, but still completes four-five 
hours of homework every night. He agrees 
that there is too much stress on students.

“There is definitely too much school-
based stress on students [currently],” Zhu 
said. “With all of the IB and AP courses 
that the majority of students are taking, how 
could [there] not be?”

Ballheim suggests organizing schedules 
early to spread challenging courses over 
multiple years to ensure that students do 
not attempt too many difficult classes 
during their junior and senior years. She 
suggests doing this by planning out desired 
courses freshman year instead of later on in 
high school.

“People come in[to] the high school and 
choose classes just because they can, and then 
when it comes down to grades 11 and 12, 
they’re stressed because they have graduation 
requirements that they haven’t gotten out 
of the way, and then [they have] the idea to 
take AP and IB and then everything starts 
crashing quickly,” Ballheim said. 

College Anxiety 
In addition to homework and 

extracurricular activities, many seniors have 
the added stress of college applications.

In recent years the competition to 
get into college has increased making 
acceptance rates significantly lower than a 
few decades ago, according to The Boston 
Globe. Davis agrees that being accepted to 
college has become more difficult.

“College is so much harder to get into 
now,” Davis said. “An increase in the amount 
of people applying has caused colleges to 
increase their standards.”

Senior Tanvi Kumar agrees that 
getting into college has become more 
difficult and adds that a college degree 
has declined in value.

“College is definitely harder to get into 
now because everyone wants to get into 
that top college and be the best they can be, 
but with the economy, jobs that would have 
required maybe just a masters [degree] now 
require a PhD, and it’s getting harder and 
harder to get a job with fewer qualifications 

or degrees behind 
your name,” Kumar 
said.

This increased 
challenge in 
finding a job has 
the potential 
to cause added 
stress for students 
applying to college.

“I think the 
bar for education 
has really gotten 
higher,” Emily 
said. “People, even 
educated people, 
these days don’t 
have jobs. So it ’s 
kind of like you 
have to be the best 
or you don’t have a 
chance.”  

College 
applications were 
especially difficult 
this year due to 
the Common 
Application glitches 
caused by widespread 
use of the site. 
College counselor Kathy Moore said that 
these technical difficulties put even more 
stress on students.

“Unfortunately, the glitches made 
an already stressful process even more 
stressful for students, colleges and college 
centers,” Moore said. “Many schools 
extended deadlines due to the glitches 
and will be very understanding of errors 
or issues that come up as a result of the 
Common Application.”

The glitches caused many colleges to 
push back admission deadlines, making 
the application process longer. Some 
students such as Davis, however, were 
not affected by the Common Application 
technical issues. 

“I had already submitted my Common 
Applications about two weeks prior to 
the glitches becoming a major issue and 
I didn’t have to deal with it,” Davis said. 
“However, some of the colleges I applied 
to extended their application deadlines 
and that pushed back the dates [students 
receive] notifications on [their application] 
status so that’s really annoying.” 

Due to the increased admission 

standards of many universities, Ballheim 
sees an increased need for students to take 
IB and AP courses.

“They’re definitely pressured to take 
rigorous classes because everyone wants 
to make sure the classes that they take 
have a high regard and are accountable. 
UA is a wonderful school, but if you tell 
somebody from a different state about 
UA, they won’t know what it is, but they 
will know what IB is,” Ballheim said. “It 
gives everyone a standard that they can 
use to measure students. [That] is what 
makes AP and IB attractive ... Colleges 
and universities know exactly what you 
studied and how you studied it.”

In order to reduce stress, Moore 
recommends applying to a variety of 
schools, but she also acknowledges that 
stress is a natural part of the application 
process.

“The college process can be stressful 
and overwhelming. I think just realizing 
that and understanding that it’s OK to 
feel that way will be helpful. Talk about it 
with family, friends, teachers, counselors, 
etc. … It’s helpful to talk about the 

Students give differing 
views on how seriously 
school stress 
affects them
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process, especially with others who are 
going through it or have been through it,” 
Moore said. “Building a list that you love 
and including safe schools will [also] help 
reduce the stress.”

Negative Effects
In recent years, students have had an 

increased amount of school-related illnesses 
such as stomach aches, headaches, nausea 
and even depression, according the The 
Huffington Post. Kumar has experienced 
several of these symptoms, and has sought 
professional help in order to relieve them.

“I had a condition in 10th grade that 
was caused by the high levels of stress and 
lack of sleep. It caused my pain receptors 
to randomly go off, so I was in a lot of pain 
for most of the year and had to endure a 
lot of physical therapy and doctor visits 
to calm the pain,” Kumar said. “I’ve also 
developed stress fractures and other diseases 
in my shin, knees, back and wrists from not 
sleeping and eating enough due to the sheer 
amounts of work and stress from not having 
enough time.”

Kumar is not alone in her stress-related 
illnesses. Davis’ symptoms have become so 
frequent that they have become a part of her 
daily routine.

“I’d say I’m physically affected all the 
time. I get on average about five or six hours 
of sleep a night and have minor headaches 
almost daily to the point where I just ignore 
them now,” Davis said.

Emily was diagnosed with depression 
last school year and has been showing 
symptoms since middle school. Currently, 
Emily sees 
a therapist 
and has been 
prescribed 
antidepres-
sants because 
of school-
related stress.

“My 
anxiety and 
depression build off of school. It was 
probably the stress from all the [school] 
work. My parents especially counted on 
me because I’m the youngest. ‘You have to 
do well, you have to do well, you have to 
do better than both of your older siblings.’ 
It kind of got to me where I broke down 

and I haven’t been 
able to hold myself 
up because part of 
my brain tells me 
‘you’re not good 
enough, you can’t 
do it,’” Emily said.

Grumman 
and Zhu both 
recommend finding 
an activity to 
distract students 
from stress brought 
on by academics 
as well as using 
effective studying 
methods.

“I would 
recommend 
maybe taking 
intervals of rest in 
between intervals 
of studying time, 
as it will maybe 
assist you in 
relaxing a bit. In 
addition, maybe 
taking a break by 
listening to music 
or reading a book 
may [also] help,” 
Zhu said.

Davis 
recommends sleep and a study group to 
effectively utilize study time.

“Sleep can always make someone 
feel better the next day when they were 
previously stressed. Another great idea is 
to have regular study dates with friends,” 
Davis said. “As long as everyone stays on 

task it can be 
a great way 
to get things 
done. That 
way, you don’t 
feel like you’re 
the only one 
that has tons 
of work to do 
and you’re not 

sacrificing a social life for homework.”
Kumar has an alternative way for 

relieving stress. She feels that homework 
should be limited and teachers should be 
more understanding about deadlines.

“My…suggestion would be for teachers 
to stop checking homework. Sometimes 

we get behind on our work because it 
might have been a busy day, but walking 
into class the next day without homework 
and losing precious points over that is [a] 
prime way to increase our stress levels,” 
Kumar said.

Emily recommends socializing and 
spending plenty of time with friends 
along with keeping busy in order to 
relieve stress.

“I kind of keep myself busy to 
not think about it. So I guess that’s 
another reason why I take on so many 
extracurricular activities,” Emily said. “For 
a moment I don’t have to worry about ‘oh, 
I have so much stuff to do, this deadline is 
in a week, this test is this week.’”

Despite, the pressure to take multiple 
AP and IB courses, Kumar said that 
students need to focus on the quality not 
the quantity of courses taken.

“In order to be successful in college, it’s 
not about how well you did in high school, 
but how much of the information from all 
of those AP classes you retained.” 

‘‘In order to be successful in 
college, it’s not about how 

well you did in high school, but how 
much of the information from all of 
those AP classes you retained.”

Senior Tanvi Kumar

inForMation graPhic by tJ kennedy

Effects of Stress 

source: boundless.coM
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buying or selling a home?

contact carrie Mimnaugh,  
your local ua real estate expert. 

Mobile: (614) 736-7171 
 

E-mail: carrie.mimnaugh@
sothebysrealty.com

Web: http://carriemimnaugh.
streetsothebysrealty.com/

1363 S. high St.
Columbus, Ohio 43207
614-443-7470

Jie’s Good Tasting  
好味鲜 

Do you want real Chinese food? Have you ever tasted 
the flavors of North China from Xi’An?  

 

We have many flavors of delicious hand made-
dumplings, potstickers and other American Chinese 
favorites. 

 

Our specialties are our hand made dumplings. We sell 
them in bulk frozen for you to cook at home. Ask us 

Hours  
Monday - Friday 11AM - 9:30 PM 
Saturday & Sunday 11:30PM - 9:30 PM  

Tel. 614-824-4657 

 

Expiration date: 03/31/14 

Coupon 
MUST PRESENT COUPON 
AT CHECKOUT 

$2.00 off two 
dinner entries 

Lunch Menu Specials 
11AM—3PM Monday—Friday 

12 Dishes all priced for $4.99 
Includes a drink 

Address 
1413 Grandview Ave 
Columbus, OH 43212 

Jie’s Good tasting
Do you want real Chinese food? Have you ever tasted the 
flavors of North China from Xi’An?

We have many flavors of delicious handmade dumplings, 
potstickers and other American Chinese favorites.

Our specialities are our handmade dumplings. We sell them 
in bulk, frozen for you to cook at home. Ask us!

Coupon
M U S T  P R E S E N T  C O U P O N  

A T  C H E C K O U T

$2 OFF 
two dinner entrées

 
1413 Grandview Ave.  
Columbus, Ohio 
43212

tel. 614-824-4657 

 
Monday - Friday  
11 a.m, - 9:30 p.m.

Saturday & Sunday 
11:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m

luNCh MENu 
SPECiAlS

Monday - Friday  
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. 

12 Dishes  
all priced at $4.99, 
including a drink!

e X P i r e s  03/31/14

hours
Mon - Fri:   8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Sat:   10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sun:   10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

WALK-iNS WELCOME

484-1940

Neighborhood healthcare 
when you need it.

3062 Kingsdale Center
Upper Arlington, OH 43221
www.UAurgentcare.com

(614) 484-1940
fax: (614) 484-1941

info@urgentcare.com



by Jane eskildsen, ’15 
and ella koscher, ‘15

W ith the future approaching, 
students begin to think about 
how they wish to spend their 

time after high school. Some simply 
dream of making it to graduation. 
Some look forward to college. For a 
lower percentage, however, their future 
include service to their country. 

Junior Cole Cartmille is one of 
these students. In addition to college, 
Cartmille also plans to join the military 
in the future. 

To prepare for this major 
commitment, Cartmille joined the Air 
Force Junior Reserve Officer Training 
Corps (AFJROTC) program at the 
beginning of his junior year, which is 
the first year a student can join. 

AFJROTC is a partnership between 
the United States Air Force and 
Columbus City Schools that aims 
to prepare young students who are 
dedicated to serving their nation 
and community.

Cartmille has seen that 
the AFJROTC has promoted 
better leadership and 
citizenship qualities within 
himself and other members. 
The intention of the program 
is to do just that. 

“The goal of the Air Force 
ROTC is to make the students 
better citizens and better leaders,” Cartmille 
said. “[It helps you] make yourself a better 
person and follow your goals.”

Master Sergeant Grant Gibson is 
the Aerospace Science instructor of 
AFJROTC and is a retired Air Force 
officer. He is responsible for instructing 
Physical Fitness, Drill and Ceremonies 
and all the Leadership Curriculum.

“The goal of the program is to 
instill in high school cadets the values 
of: citizenship, service to the United 
States, personal responsibility, and a 
sense of accomplishment,” Gibson said.

Each day, Junior ROTC members 
do physical training and take classes 
in his or her area of military interest. 
For Cartmille, these classes include 
Aerospace Science, Aviation History 
and Leadership Education.

Junior ROTC members are also 
introduced to alternate experiences 
outside the classroom.

“Our Cadets have exposure to many 
different opportunities for giving back 
to their community through community 
service projects,” Gibson said. “They are 
also introduced to many elected officials 
at all levels of government.”

Gibson is confident that Cadets 
leave the program “with a sense of 
accomplishment and direction for the 
real world.”

An ambition of AFJROTC is to 
provide cadets with different paths to 
take after high school. Cartmille has 
been debating whether or not he wants 

to enlist in the military after high 
school or go to college and join College 
ROTC first. 

College ROTC is an option for 
students at over 1,000 campuses across 
America. The program helps students 
gain leadership skills for the military and 
gives an opportunity for scholarships. 

No matter what Cartmille’s decision 
will be, he is committed to his future 
in the military, and he gives thanks 
to the Junior Air Force ROTC for 
helping him in this process.

“[ROTC] has changed my life 
in a lot of different ways, it gave 
me more insight on the military,” 
Cartmille said. “It has taught me 
more good life habits.”

Post high school choices for 
Junior ROTC members are similar 

to the choices of any other high 
schooler: college, the military or the 
work force.  A large portion of Junior 
ROTC graduates move on to college or 
choose to join the military.

The program, however, is not 
exclusively for young people who wish 
to join the military. It is designed to 
prepare students to be better citizens 
for the future, no matter what life they 
choose to lead.

“[AFJROTC] develops citizens of 
character...,” Gibson said. “...dedicated to 
serving their nation and community.” 

Aerospace Science Instructor MSgt Grant Gibson (left), Cadet Corp Commander Cadet/Lt Col Matthew Young, Cadet/
Airman Dillon Treglia, Cadet/Airman William McKenzie and Senior Aerospace Science Instructor Major Ben Klepek 
pose in their uniforms. The Cadets train in the Junior ROTC every day to prepare for their futures.

A Future With A Purpose
Young students prepare for future through the ROTC

Photos courtesy grant gibson

‘‘The goal of the Air Force 
ROTC is to make the 

students better citizens and make 
better leaders. [It helps you] make 
yourself a better person and follow 
your goals.”

Junior Cole Cartmille
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You would be upset if Justin 
Bieber “retired” from the music 
scene.

You watch TLC shows such as 
Here Comes Honey Boo Boo, 
Toddlers in Tiaras or My Strange 
Addiction.

You get less sleep than you feel 
you should on most nights.

You have considered or are 
considering joining the armed 
forces after high school.

yay or nay coMPiled by kiMMy sullivan

You plan to attend this year’s 
musical, In The Heights, which will 

be performed Feb. 20-23.

Social pressures and academic 
competition add significantly to 

school stress.

Snapchat is an entertaining way to 
communicate with friends.

47%

85%

Coming up with new year’s 
resolutions is an effective way 

to motivate yourself toward 
accomplishing personal goals.

50%

74%

88% YAY, 10% NAY, 2% uNDECiDED

14% YAY, 86% NAY, 0% uNDECiDED

19% YAY, 50% NAY, 31% uNDECiDED

15% YAY, 78% NAY, 7% uNDECiDED

83% YAY, 8% NAY, 9% uNDECiDED

74% YAY, 16% NAY, 10% uNDECiDED

8% YAY, 85% NAY, 7% uNDECiDED

32% YAY, 47% NAY, 21% uNDECiDED

86%

88%

83%

78%

DATA FOR THIS YAY OR NAY COMPILED THROUGH A VOLUNTARY SURVEY OF THE 
STUDENT BODY.
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5 password mistakes everyone 
makes —& how to fix them
by benJaMin chen, ceo oF Myidkey

From e-mail addresses and online shopping sites to social media, we have so many 
password-protected online accounts, it’s easy to be lazy about creating a secure 
password for each site. But as identity theft rises and more companies with our 

personal information are being hacked (think Yahoo!, LinkedIn, eHarmony), it’s clear that 
many of us aren’t being careful about our password security. In fact, there are five common 
password mistakes that almost every person makes. The good news is that many of them are 
easy to fix and will immediately make your passwords more secure.

1 Keeping your passwords short and simple. Did you 
know it takes a hacker only 10 minutes to guess 

a six-character, lower-case password? Add just one 
additional uppercase letter and the time extends to 23 
days. Add one uppercase letter, a symbol and a number 
and the time extends to 463 years.

Key takeaway: Make sure your passwords are at least 
eight characters long, and include one uppercase letter 
and a symbol and/or number.

2 Getting personal with your passwords. Have you ever created a password that 
includes your pet’s name, hometown or even a loved one’s birthday? Well, personal 

details like this can be easily be Googled. In fact, former presidential candidate Mitt 
Romney learned this the hard way when his Hotmail and Dropbox accounts were reset 
when the hacker was able to guess his “favorite pet” password-reset challenge question.

Key takeaway:  Lose the biographical details when creating a password.

3 Using a password again and again. According to a 2012 NorSIS Password Survey, 
74 percent of people admit they use the same password for multiple accounts. 

So it’s no surprise that one in five people report they’ve had an online account 
compromised, according to the Pew Research Center’s Internet and American Life 
Project. Password reuse is your enemy and for good reason. Once a hacker guesses your 
password for one site, they can easily use this information to get into multiple sites 
including your e-mail, social media profile and even banking websites.

Key takeaway:  Create a unique password for every account, especially those containing 
sensitive or confidential information. Consider creating a four-character standard 
combination (example: “2I$4”) to use within each unique password to make them highly 
secure. This adds length and special characters, which make passwords harder to crack.

4 Sharing personal information outside of your trusted network. We’ve all done it. 
In a hurry, we’ve shared usernames and passwords via phone, e-mail, text or even 

included it on forms we fax or e-mail to unknown destinations. However, transmitting 
confidential information via e-mail or text can easily be stolen.

Key takeaway:  Never just send confidential information in an e-mail. If you have to 
e-mail sensitive information, encrypt it! And be especially careful using public Wi-Fi; these 
often can be fertile ground for hackers to steal this information while in transmission.

5 Writing all your passwords in a notebook or on a Post-It note. We know it’s hard 
to remember all those passwords for the multitude of online accounts you have. So 

occasionally, you may write a password here and there in your notebook. However, nothing 
is more easily stolen than a piece of paper that has all your personal login information.

Key takeaway:  Never write down your username / passwords in a place that can be 
easily accessed.  



Although it took nearly a decade, the wait reached an end 
in early August 2013 with the new addition to the Pikmin 
franchise, Pikmin 3. In a story of a planet that’s virtually running 
out of food, three explorers return to the Pikmin planet in search 
of fruit to support their villagers back home. Two new types of 
creatures were added, Rock and Winged Pikmin. 

Last October, Nintendo released its next 
addition to the Pokémon series, Pokémon X 
and Y. With many precursors in mind, the 
game was meant to differ from all other 
Pokémon games with its intense graphics, 
stellar gameplay, fight scenes and an all 
new set of action packed Pokémon. Not to 
mention the first ever mega evolutions and 
the ability to play in 3D.

The Wii U introduced 
a portable gamepad that 
come along with the 
console, which provides 
the user with not only 
another way to experience 
the crystal clear graphics, 
but with the ability to use 
the gamepad without the 
need for a television. 

 

 Pikmin 3

Pokémon X/Y

 Wii U

Released in late 
November, the Xbox One 
now includes the ability to 
use apps and Skype, as well 
as watch the latest sports for 
quick multitasking between 
music and gameplay.

Xbox One 

Photo courtesy nintendo.coM

Photo courtesy nintendo.coM

by hasheM anabtaWi, ‘15

Photo courtesy nintendo.coM

Photo courtesy nintendo.coM

Photo courtesy ign.coM

Photo courtesy ign.coM

Photo courtesy XboX.coM

New games and consoles bring excitement and anticipation to students

P wer Up, Game    n
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Photo courtesy Playstation.coM

The fourth addition to the Super Smash 
Bros Series features new characters ranging 
from Mega Man to the Animal Crossing 
Villager. The game will be coming out 
not only for the Wii U, but also for the 
3DS handheld, something unheard of 
in the past generations of the game and 
something to look forward to in 2014. 

Sony released its long awaited addition to 
the Playstation series in mid Novemeber, the 
Playstation 4, or PS4 for short. The new console 
introduces a new look, a faster processor and top-
notch graphics, according to Playstation’s website. 
The console and its games have been widely 
anticipated and have reached much success with 
sales and performance. 

 Super Smash Bros.

Playstation 4 

One of the first games building 
anticipation for the Xbox One at the end 
of October 2013 was the next addition 
to the series of marauders and historical-
fiction gameplay, Assassin’s creed IV Black 
Flag. The game features pirates in the 
Caribbean, where the assassin Edward 
Kenway fights to rule the republic the 
pirates created in the late 18th century. 
The game also includes the high-end 
graphics promised by the console and a 
map so large it’s, “The fullest Assassin’s 
Creed world ever created,” according to 
the Assassin’s Creed website.

Assassin’s Creed 
IV: Black Flag 

Serving as the tenth addition to the Call of Duty 
series, Ghosts offers a new storyline to excite gamers. 
The setting takes place in a post-apocalyptic world, 
where America has become a thing of the past, and it’s 
up to the military to reshape the country by fighting off 
destructive forces known as “ghosts.”  The games release 
in early November made sure the arrival of the Xbox 
One was a welcoming and popular one.

Call of Duty: Ghosts 

UAHS’s most anticipated games for 
the new consoles

The Wait is Almost Over

Photo courtesy nintendo.coM

Photo courtesy nintendo.coM

Photo courtesy ign.coM

Photo courtesy nintendo.coM
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by hasheM anabtaWi, ‘15

They are known by simple 
abbreviations. The two tests 
that colleges look at, alongside 

all other achievements that decide a 
student’s admittance. These standardized 
tests, the ACT and the SAT, are lengthy 
exams that each student must take for 
acceptance into a college; however, 
some colleges only require one of them. 
With a few tips from experts and those 
who have beat the standardized stress, 
anyone can do well the first time, and 
improve their scores the next, according 
to sophomore Language Arts teacher 
Matt Toohey.

The ACT, or the American College 
Test, is designed to test students over 
common school material, with 215 
questions in 3 hours and 25 minutes. 
The test has four sections: English, 
Math, Science Reasoning and Reading 
along with one optional essay section. 
For the 2013-14 school year, there are 
three tests remaining for registration. 

The SAT, or the Scholastic Aptitude Test, 
is created to test students over reasoning 
and verbal abilities, including 140 questions 
with a mandatory essay in 3 hours and 45 
minutes. It includes three sections: Critical 
Reading, Math and Writing, according to 
the SAT College Board website. 

Although the SAT has a longer duration, 
it tests less subjects in multiple sections, with 
each section ranging between 10 and 25 
minutes, with 50 to 70 questions. The ACT, 

on the other hand, tests more subjects with 
one section per subject, each ranging from 35 
to 60 minutes, with 40 to 75 questions each.

 Toohey explains which test best 
suits students, since most colleges don’t 
require scores from both.

“If you are a better reader and have a 
strong reading comprehension, take the 
ACT,”  Toohey said. “If you’re a better test 
taker and you don’t get through the readings 
on the ACT, then I recommend focusing 
on the SAT because it’s full of grammatical 
terms and tricks to memorize.”

Senior Minjia Tang explains what she 
did to start easing the stress of the SAT. 

“I took a few classes with lessons on 
writing prompts and a few math tips,” 

Tang said. 
When OSU raised its standards for 

admissions, the need to take the tests 
raised as well. According to the Family 
Connection’s website, the average ACT 
score for acceptance of UA students is a 
30 out of 36.

For those who have already been 
admitted  to OSU, this is a relief. But for 
those like junior Miranda Ross, who are 
continuing to study, the number only adds 

more pressure.
“The fact that OSU has raised its 

standards definitely scares me,” Ross said. “I 
will continue to work with my [prep] books 
and possibly hire a private tutor if needed.”

Toohey also explained useful ways to 
prepare using any resources available.

“A good book to have is 1100 Words You 
Need to Know, on top of practice books and 
tests with explanations for the answers,” 
Toohey said. “I always say, ‘Be in the mind 
of the test maker, not the test taker.’”

 Although Ross has been studying 
diligently, she is still worried about the 
upcoming ACT test.

“As a junior, I’m trying to get a baseline 
to know where my weaknesses are and then 

go from there to get the best score I can,” 
Ross said. “I’m not incredibly stressed 
yet but I want to use the time I have to 
prepare wisely and always put forth my 
best effort on the test.”

Senior Fatema Elmasry waited 
until her senior year to take the ACT. 
Regardless, she developed a useful 
strategy to maximize her score.
“I took about 15 practice tests. By doing 

this you can build your strategy because the 
questions are always the same, you pretty 
much know what they’re going to ask but in 
different words,” Elmasry said.

Although the tests are stressful, the 
majority of students have to take them. 
Whether it is the subject-heavy ACT or 
the time-stressing SAT, Toohey believes 
studying hard and taking tips from the 
experts can only lead to success.  

Junior Caroline Mollman rests on a desk with multiple study books for the ACT and SAT on her head. There are three remaining tests for the school year available at UAHS.

Beating the Standardized Stress
Students and teachers give tips for successful scores on the ACT and SAT

‘‘ I always say, 
‘Be in the 

mind of the test maker, 
not the test taker.’”

Language arts teacher  
Matt  Toohey

Photo illustration by sasha dubson
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2140 Tremont Center
Upper Arlington, Ohio 43221

www.huffmansmarket.com

MONDAy - SATURDAy
8 a.m. - 9 p.m.

SUNDAy
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

The Quality You Expect ... The Service You Deserve.

4697 Reed Rd.  •  Call Ahead for Carryout: (614) 725-4323

Open daily for breakfast & lunch: 7 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Restaurant

Greek To me

Student Lunch Special!
Gyro, Fries  

& Drink $6with your 
student id

Brian C. McGuire 

565-1300

• Landscape 
Construction

• Gutter/Drain Tile

• Tree & Shrub Planting

• Grounds Maintenance

• Brick, Paver Patios, 
Drives

• Pruning

• Retaining Walls

• Seeding & Sodding

Private Guitar instruction

Buzz Chewning
Jeff Scofield

Leigh Mamlin

4700 Reed Road, Suite L
Upper Arlington, OH

www.columbusguitarinstruction.com

Teaching Guitar is our Passion!



 Freshmen E.J. Caldwell, Jack Masters, Alex Rankin and 
Tyler Matunus pose for a picture during Winter Formal. 
The theme of 2014 dance was All That Jazz.

 Junior Erin Eastwood and her sisters, senior Rachel 
and alum Kate, spell out O-H-I-O with the Eiffel Tower 
in Paris over winter break. Spelling “Ohio” using famous 
landmarks is a popular tourist photo for many Ohioans.

 Senior John Schuman spent winter break with his 
family in Hawaii. Schuman took an early morning hike 
to the top of a volcano to watch the sunrise.

 Senior Zoe Collis and sophomore brother Will take a 
jumping picture in front of the Brandenburg Gate in 
Berlin, Germany. The Collis family spent winter break in 
Germany to visit their former exchange student.

 Junior Julia Anderson enjoys snowboarding in Vail, 
Colo. over the winter holiday. Vacations to ski resorts are 
popular winter break destinations for many UA families.
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Photo courtesy John schuMan

Page design by sheridan hendriX, ’14

Photo courtesy Zoe collis

Student Snapshots
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Want to be featured 
 in our next issue?

Submit your pictures on Twitter  
and Instagram using #arlbears  

or tag us at @uaarlingtonian

Students trot the globe over winter 
break, enjoy 2014 Winter Dance

Photo courtesy erin eastWood

HoneyDip 
Donuts & Diner

4480 Kenny Road 
Upper Arlington, Ohio 

614.459.0812

A classic-style diner. 
Good food. Friendly service. 

Try our donut bacon burger!

Mon - Sat: 6 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
Sunday:  7 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
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Fresh Crafts Gallery  
represents over 100 of North 
America’s foremost artists, 
designers, and craftsmen, 
each of whom is distin-
guished in his or her craft.

Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri: 10–6 
Thurs: 10–8 
Sat: 10–5

2068 Arlington Avenue
Upper Arlington, Ohio 43221
614.429.3792
www.freshcraftsgallery.com



by anna-Maria thalassinos, ’14

Behind the scenes and behind closed 
curtains, a group of students scurry 
through the dark backstage of the 

auditorium making sure the lighting and 
sound are on point and the curtains are 
drawn at the right moments. The glow of the 
panel of lights shine on their faces as they 
diligently manage each technical aspect of the 
show or production.

The group of students responsible for 
these technological features is the tech crew. 
Among the members of tech crew is senior 
Nathan Corson.

“[We are] the group of stage hands who 
work hard behind the scenes to make sure the 
technical aspect of live performances goes off 
with as few issues as possible,” Corson said.

First showing interest in productions in 
sixth grade, Corson is currently the 
sound engineer for the tech crew.

“I’m in charge of designing mic plots 
for shows, running the sound board 
during performances and helping with 
the upkeep and maintenance of the 
sound system,” Corson said.

Although working with the sound 
for productions is his main role, 
Corson is able to fill in for other positions 
when necessary.

“I have a basic understanding of lighting, 
and [senior] Jack [Bebinger] has a basic 
understanding of sound, so we are able 
to help each other out when it’s needed,” 
Corson said.

For senior Tobey Kegley, her first 
experience with tech crew began with 
Les Misérables. Along with Corson and 
a sound production student from OSU, 
Kegley was in charge of running the 

sound for the production.
Kegley decided to join tech crew to 

further her knowledge with productions 
since she plans on pursuing a similar major 
in college.

“I joined tech crew to learn and gain 
experience; I plan to study film production in 
college,” she said.

When there is a major school production 
or concert, tech crew is hard at work 
attending all rehearsals and working long 
hours completing various components for 
the performance.

“Jobs vary from sound operations, lighting 
operations, prop management, microphone 
distribution, stagehands, stage managing [and 
more]... [with] some shows requir[ing] more 
tech crew members than others,” Kegley 
said. “Last year’s production of Les Misérables 
required about 12 people.

Although school productions and 
performances do not take up the entire 
school year, tech crew still works through the 
majority of the year. 

“When there isn’t a major show going 
on there are usually smaller events [such as] 
capstones, meetings and [other types of] 
presentations to fill our time. But honestly 
there are so many groups that rent our space 
out year-round that we’re almost always 
busy,” Corson said.

Although show night might be a stressful 

time for those in the production, it is also the 
most demanding part of tech crew, according 
to both Kegley and Corson. 

“Not only are the actors, actresses, 
singers, dancers [and] pit players nervous, 
[but] we typically are too.  A lot can go 
wrong in a few minutes, even seconds,” 
Kegley said. “Being prepared to problem 
solve is a lot of what we do.” 

According to Corson, although at times 
work may be stressful, he has enjoyed his time 
on tech crew. 

“We work long, strange hours, often 
during the school year, doing hard, stressful 
work. But all the people on the crew know 
how to make it fun,” Corson said. “We joke 
around just enough to make the long work 
days bearable and when we need to we really 
crack down and make people get things done. 
We [also] have dinners and get-togethers 

during and after show seasons.” 
For Corson, the most rewarding 

aspect of tech crew is watching all 
of the different components come 
together seamlessly.

“Nothing makes me happier than 
when I’m sitting at the board during a 
show and everything sounds just right, 
even if it’s just for a minute,” he said.

Although tech crew requires a 
sufficient amount of hard work, as well 
as many dedicated hours, joining tech 
crew is worthwhile. Tech crew gives 
students the ability to increase their 
knowledge of technology in production 
and establish friendships.

“In the end, it’s a bonding experience,” 
Corson said. “You’re stuck in close 
quarters with a small group of people who 
share a common goal and we all learn to 
love each other.” .

Photo by sheridan hendriX

Microphones lined the stage during this year’s production of Fall Follies. Students involved with tech crew work behind the scenes on various projects, including sound and lighting production.

‘‘We work long, strange 
hours, often during the 

school year, doing hard, stressful 
work. But all the people on the 
crew know how to make it fun.”

Senior Nathan Corson

The other side of the curtain
Students work behind the scenes on high-tech aspects of productions
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Selfie savvy
Wouldn’t it be cool if you could 

send your friends an embarrassing 
picture without worrying about it 
resurfacing later? What if you could snap 
a shot, send it, and after a few seconds it 
would just… disappear? Looks like the 
joke’s on us—our friends over in the app-
developing world were a few steps ahead. 
This is 2014, kids, and we live in the 
world of Starbucks, Jennifer Lawrence, 
and of course, Snapchat.

It’s revolutionary! You have the power 
to take a picture of virtually anything, 
and with the tap of a few buttons, your 
picture—as if by magic—appears on the 
screen of your chosen recipient. And for 
what you can’t manage to capture in a 
photo, there’s space for a short message 
and a rainbow of colors for doodling 
whatever your imagination can conjure 
up. It’s insanely entertaining, and often 
much more fun than texting, but there 
are a few things to keep in mind.

We’ve all seen it: a girl ambles down 
the math hallway, iPhone in hand. She 
takes a cautious glance in all directions, 
and when she’s sure the coast is clear, she 

whips out a peace sign and flashes a huge 
grin at her screen. Most of us judge these 
people pretty hard. But if we set our egos 
aside for a moment, we can probably 
all remember a time when we’ve been 
caught in the act. The key to successful 
public snapchatting? Don’t get caught. 

Of course, it’s important to avoid the 
stereotypical snafus. 99 
percent of mirror pictures 
look awkward—it’s 
practically impossible 
not to look awkward 
while posing alone in a 
public restroom (bonus 
points for toilets in the 
background!). As for 
screenshotting, make 
sure you know the person 
relatively well so you don’t 
seem too sketchy. And 
sending the wrong person 
a snap— well, it’s best to 
avoid this altogether. Otherwise you have 
to deal with sending that uncomfortable 
“Sorry, wrong person!” snap and hoping 
it arrives before they can take the 
misplaced snap to heart.

Perhaps the most problematic 
aspect of snapchat is the notorious 

“read receipt.” Whoever came up with 
this concept in the first place was just 
looking to stir the drama pot among 
already hormonal and hypersensitive 
teens. Realizing that your snap was 
opened three hours ago and still having 
received no response introduces a 
plethora of thoughts and most likely false 

conclusions. It’s important 
to remember that the 
people you’re snapchatting 
aren’t sitting around 
staring at their phone 
screens waiting solely for 
your snaps to arrive (at 
least, let’s hope not). This 
being said, expecting an 
immediate response will 
get you nowhere.

On the receiving end, 
the same applies; you don’t 
have to respond to every 

single snap you receive, but 
it’s nice to reply every once in a while. The 
name of the app is, after all, snapchat, not 
snap-receive-pictures-and-never-reply.

Whatever your reason for snapping, it’s 
all for fun, of course. But if you maintain 
these reminders, you might save yourself 
from looking like a snapchat buffoon.  

by kiMMy sullivan, ‘15

No fan of fangirls

W  hen someone mentions liking one 
direction or Doctor Who, people 
start rolling their eyes. oxford 

dictionary defines a fangirl as “an obsessive 
female fan (usually of movies, comic 
books, or science fiction).” 
these fans spend hours 
watching and listening to 
shows, songs,  books and 
everything related. More 
extreme than normal fans, 
fangirls have nearly an 
unconditional love for their 
topic of choice.

these fans sometimes 
cross boundaries and make 
people uncomfortable. they 
pour hours of their time into 
creating fanfiction or fan art 
to describe their love and 
ideal situations. on tumblr, they create blogs 
completely dedicated to their infatuation. 

When discovering two people they think 
should be in a relationship or friendship, they 
start creating their perfect otPs (one true 
pairings). these fans are criticized for buying 
all the merchandise and going over the top 
with their purchases. in various comment 
sections in different social media outlets, 
fights occur between fangirls on usually 

petty and irrelevant topics. 
it is acceptable for sports 

fans to buy all the sporting 
material and even go to 
games with their bodies 
painted with their team’s 
colors. sports fans have 
actual riots, but they are still 
taken seriously. When a fan 
buys all the merchandise 
and forms a mob, he or she 
is considered obsessed. the 
super bowl or World series is 
equivalent to someone else’s 

concert from their favorite band. both leave 
people jumping out of their seat screaming, 
however, that screaming fangirl is the only 

one viewed as extreme. 
no matter what field fangirls choose, 

they will be criticized for their choice. if they 
fangirl over the popular music they are 
shamed for not listening to real music and 
only following the current trends. however, 
people that listen to more alternative music 
are considered posers and not actually 
interested in music. if they read science 
fiction, they aren’t actually nerds. if a 
celebrity is attractive, the fangirl only likes 
them for their looks.

in the 1960s, people did not harshly 
judge the girls who would pee their pants 
watching the rolling stones and form into 
mobs for the beatles craze. now that fangirls 
use twitter, tumblr, Facebook and other 
methods to make sure their voice is heard, 
more criticism is allowed.

don’t hate on the fangirls. they are 
passionate about their interests and nobody 
should take that right away. you never know, 
maybe you are one and don’t realize it. being 
a fan of sports, politics or other topics isn’t 
much different than being a fangirl.  

by kelly chian, ‘16
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has this ever happened to you?  “I vow 
to run 10 miles every single day!”  

You start out strong and run at least a few 
miles maybe once or twice a week.  But by 
the weekend you are on the couch eating 
potato chips and watching re-runs of Here 
Comes Honey Boo Boo.

Although I have never vowed to run 10 
miles each day, I have made many resolutions 
throughout the years. Some were successful, 
while others failed miserably.

Regarding failed resolutions, a couple of 
years ago my younger sister made a resolution 
that unfortunately failed within the first 
week. “I promise to not be rude to my sisters!” 
was her one-week resolution.  

That first week I made a comment to 
her that she took offensively. She initially 
started to yell but quickly stopped and 
dropped the matter. I really liked this “new” 
sister. Unfortunately, she was back to her 
old self the following week.

Clearly, my sister and I do not have a 
good record with resolutions. However, 
last year one of my resolutions actually 

stuck. I decided to stress out less in the 
upcoming year. Shockingly, 48 hours later I 
was still going strong. A couple of 
months later I realized, “Wow! I’m 
not as stressed anymore!”  

After my multiple failures 
with other resolutions, I finally 
succeeded, but how did I succeed?  
I really did not do anything out of 
the ordinary, no extended Florida 
vacation, no spa trip, no quiet 
music or a daily four-hour nap. 
My resolution came true because I 
wrote it down.  

Yes, it’s quite cliché but writing 
down a goal actually helps you 
achieve it. When you write down a 
goal you can read it when you feel 
as if you want to give up and it can give you 
encouragement. Writing goals in a planner, 
or even typing them on your phone can 
serve to motivate and remind you.

According to a study conducted by the 
Dominican University of California, a group 
of participants that wrote down their goals 

“accomplished significantly more than those 
who did not write their goals.”

The same study 
also found that of the 
five groups tested, 
group five, who had 
to “formulate action 
commitments and 
send their goals, 
action commitments 
and weekly 
progress reports to 
a supportive friend” 
performed the best. 
This accountability 
helped the 
participants in group 
five meet their goals.

Although it’s almost a month into 
the new year it is not too late for your 
resolutions to come true. I suggest telling 
a friend about your resolution, writing it 
down, or both! With the right motivation 
and perseverance 11 months down the road 
you could find your goal was a success.  

by sarah shroyer, ’15

New Year, New You? Resolution failures prompt reflection
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if we hadn’t already had enough of 
learning about people who eat walls 
in My Strange Addiction 

or a redneck girl with illegible 
english losing beauty pageants 
in Here Comes Honey Boo Boo, 
TLC made sure we’d tune in 
even more with the new tv 
show about nudists buying real 
estate in Buying Naked.

it’s your choice. you can flip 
the channel up to E! to keep up 
with the family made of money, 
spray tans and the need to 
start every sentence with “i feel 
like,” or down to Bravo to find 
out what the housewives of 
wherever are really up to.

 i’d say the reality tv shows are a 
demeaning addition to the human race 
because of the overdramatic scenarios 
and flat-out weirdness, but it turns out 
they give viewers just what they want: 

drama, drama and more drama. it really 
is a shame that the kardashians only 

make 100 grand an 
episode. i mean, 
can they even spell 
“labor”?

i think it’s safe 
to say we’re all 
easily amused by 
this generation’s tv 
shows and maybe 
secretly want to be 
in the over-dramatic 
spotlight, whether 
it’s about the rough 
life of extreme 
couponing or 
releasing the amish 

out of their cultural cage.
but you know what they say, one 

man’s trash is another man’s treasure, or 
in this case, a bad show to me is a drug 
to another. TLC and E! manage to keep 

the highest ratings on television, dishing 
out loads of money to rednecks who 
make fools of themselves on television as 
well as the posse of wrestling WWe “divas” 
where everyone secretly hates each other. 

reality tv is what makes the world go 
round. it gets people talking, thinking and 
judging the stars we just might envy a 
little. even if we do talk about how dumb 
the concepts behind shows are, we still 
watch them don’t we? 

sometimes i like to tune in and keep 
up with the kardashians just to find out 
which nba basketball player they’re 
marrying next and divorcing soon after. 
We all know about the infamous 72-day 
marriage between kim kardashian and the 
only person who is captain of the boston 
celtics’ bench-warmers, kris humphries.

Maybe we love it, maybe we hate 
it, but nonetheless our modern day tv 
shows, although strange, have proven 
that we’re all just easily amused. 

The unusual concepts behind this 
generation’s TV shows attract more viewers

by hasheM anabtaWi, ’15



To what extent do you think school 
stresses high school students?

How much pressure is there being 
the first high school in Ohio to 
perform In the Heights?

What is one of your new year’s 
resolutions? 

“One of my new 
year’s resolutions is 
to become a better 
athlete.”

Freshman Jeffrey Mueller

“I feel like school is 
the main focus of 
student’s lives. We 
have other things 
that go on, but 
school is always 
looming over us.”

Junior Connor Peters

“I think that students 
have a high pressure 
from society to do 
well in school. The 
amount of homework 
given from each 
teacher all together 
can become a 
struggle, especially 
for a student athlete.” 

Sophomore Alyssa Colasanti

“I don’t feel the 
production is 
pressured because 
we have created 
a standard for our 
productions. I think 
we can pull it off.”

 Senior Anne Guttridge

intervieWs conducted by lindsey Meredith
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editorial cartoon by tJ  kennedy

A midterm here, Capstone there and an 
essay assigned everywhere. The link between 
the increase in school difficulty and the 
mental and/or physical health of students has 
become a much more prevalent issue. While 
it’s never OK to point fingers, a slight way to 
relieve this stress could be in the hands of all 
teachers. In a few words, teachers need to lay 
off a bit. 

Students are well aware of the importance 
of high school and the new, higher standards 
for colleges. Although homework problems 
may not seem like much to teachers, it can be 
overwhelming to students as it’s only another 
addition to the mountain of stress. With 
homework, sports, jobs, family issues and a 
social life, there has to come a point where 
students can’t take on any more stress.

Teachers say they understand our stress, 
yet still create homework and assignments 
daily. It has been said that Upper Arlington’s 
curriculum is higher than the average Ohio 
high school and students appreciate that. 
But with all work comes more stress, which 
is nonetheless unhealthy to any person’s 
life. Teachers should increase their leniency 
towards when assignments are due and the 
way they are being graded. 

For example, homework should not 
be as big of a deal as teachers make it. 
Its purpose is to prepare students for the 
upcoming test or exam. When students 
are given homework and taught the 

curriculum, it is then their responsibility 
to properly prepare for the exam. Teachers 
should have no further involvement unless 
help is needed. Grades should not heavily 
rely on homework, as the purpose is to 
help students further understand the 
curriculum and realize if they need 
extensive help or not. 

And if students are not ready for a 
test then teachers should allow them to 
hold it off for a day. Although Upper 
Arlington’s reprieve passes can be useful, 
they are only limited to two times per 
class per year, however, some teachers 
won’t even accept them on short notice. 
Even if a student finished his or her work 
in the late hours of the night, there’s no 
catching a break as he or she must be 
up again to do it all over the next day 
starting at the crack of dawn.

School was never supposed to be 
considered easy. And especially today, 
with high standards to meet, school is the 
furthest thing from being considered a 
breeze, but sometimes teachers’ attitudes 
and strictness are no help. If teachers were 
to loosen up a bit on certain assignments 
including homework and exams, students 
could have one of many weights lifted 
off their shoulders, without affecting the 
famous UA standard. 

An increase in teacher leniency would 
go a long way for students emotionally, 
mentally and in some cases, physically, and 
only benefit students in the future. 

Loosen Up a Little
Teacher leniency on homework and school assignments 
would go a long way to relieve student stress
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